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The Faversham and District
Riding Club would like to
thank David and Maggie of
WOW Saddles for providing
everyone with an evening of
lectures, demonstrations and
discussion on Wednesday 9th
October. The subject of the
evening was ‘Symmetry in the
Saddle’. 

Everyone who attended the
evening had the chance to
check out their own symmetry
by sitting on a pressure pad
linked to a monitor to highlight
their weight distribution in the
saddle. Being aware of your
own body position is so
important as it has such an
influence on your horse.

One of our club members Julia
Izzard kindly brought along
two of her horses to the
evening to enable us to
discuss confirmation, muscle
tone and symmetry of the
horse. The horses were very
well behaved with it being a
very hands on session, they
were certainly a credit to
Julia’s Training. 

David went on to discuss the
saddle fit and demonstrated
the balance of the saddle on
the horse and then introduced
air to balance the asymmetric
aspects. Julia gave us a
ridden demonstration using
various floor patterns that
David recommended to
illustrate the horses balance,
rhythm and suppleness. This
highlighted how the air
balance had a great effect on
the horse’s way of going.
Taking the rider out of balance
at times so that she could
really feel when the correct
line up was achieved. 

There was an opportunity for
participants to sit on various
designs of WOW Saddle on a
saddle horse and experience
the air balancing for
themselves.

We had a talk from Alison of
‘Equilibrium Products’
discussing the benefits of their
various products from nose
nets and treats to massage
pads and magnetic therapy.

The evening also included a
focus session regarding a
new product WOW are soon
to release onto the market. A
big thank you to everyone
who attended the evening
and contributed to a really
good session.

We are always made to feel so

welcome at the WOW HQ,
great hospitality with a warmth
and desire to share their
knowledge and ideas to
promote a better balance
between horse and rider and
predominantly improve the
welfare of the horse.

I don’t think Maggie and David
could have fitted more into the
evening, we can’t thank you
enough! WOW Saddles
support the British Horse
Society and all the entry fees
from the evening when to the
charity.

This was just one of the events
organised by the Faversham
and District Riding Club in the
busy 2019 calendar. Other
events included Shows with
Dressage, Showing, Show
Jumping, Trec events and
Dog Shows. Demo & Lecture
evenings, Quiz and BBQ,
Monthly Training sessions and
British Riding Club Area 10
Qualifier Shows. Several
members of the club qualified
and competed at the BRC
Championships on behalf of
the club. A great success that
we should all be proud of. 

With such a good year for the
Faversham and District Riding
Club, we’d like to say a huge
Thank You to all our members,
friends, supporters and
families who really do make
the club such a success. May
we wish everyone a Merry
Christmas and we look
forward to seeing you all again
in 2020!!

If you would like to join the
F&DRC you will find details on
our website and facebook page
www.favershamridingclub.co.uk
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